Clutts, Clark

Win Top Awards in Speech Contest
Dorothy Clutts and Roy Clark, SIU entries in original oratory in the Illinois Normal Invitational debate tournament last Friday and Saturday, were awarded two of the three best designs. The group of approximately 60 contestants.

The two receive top ratings, both students scored 14 points out of a perfect score of 15. Topic for the Clark's winning speech was "Noblesse Oblige," the Clutts subject was "The Man of the Century."

Close behind were Tom Sloan, with "The greatest of the good," and Paul Schwinn, who received a rating of 12 points.

The Clutts, best record was made by the team of Doris Schwinn and Carolyn Reed, who won four out of six decisions, and Tom Sloan and Caroline Boyes, with three out of five.

Debaters making the trip, besides Clark, Clutts, and Sloan were Bill Spangler, Jim Beiser, Jo Ann Ellen, Norm Megafel, and Jack Looney. The debate tournament was directed by Dr. C. Horton Talley, speech department chairman, A. J. Croxton, director of student activities, and Paul Hunsinger, instructor in speech.

Approximately 40 schools from Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Montana, Wisconsin, and Illinois, took part in the tournament.

To Query SIU Males About Draft Status
Questionnaires soliciting information on draft status of Southern's male student body were to be distributed here this week.

Dean of Men, J. Clark Davis explained that the cards are being distributed to get an overall picture of the effect of the nation's manpower demands on Southern's enrollment.

So far, about 100 students have dropped from school this term to enter the armed forces.

Barbour, Lenz Will Speak at IRC Meet
Dean E. G. Lenz, university professor of English, will speak at a meeting of the International Relations club tomorrow night in the Little Theatre, at 7:30 p.m.

Their topic will be "The British Empire in the Present World Crisis."

Miss Barbour visited Britain and western Europe last summer with hopes to get an overall picture of the effect of the nation's manpower demands on Southern's enrollment.

So far, about 100 students have dropped from school this term to enter the armed forces.

Dr. Cunningham To Speak On Mexico Trip
Gamma Theta Upsilon, professional geography fraternity at Southern Illinois University, will present Beaumont Cunningham, chairman of the department of geography and geology in a lecture entitled "Our Summer Field Course in Mexico," tomorrow night at 7:30 in room 217 Old Main.

Dr. Cunningham, who traveled with more than 100 colored slides taken throughout various sections of Mexico, when a group of 26 university students under the leadership of Dr. Cunningham traveled more than 5000 miles this summer in Mexico, its people and its resources.

Gym Needs a Name . . . . see editorial, page two
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SOUTHERN'S students held a celebration in 1925—a celebration to observe the opening of the present gym. However, the gym was left unnamed.

Today—more than 25 years later—the gym still has no name.

SOME PERSONS call it the men's gym, but actually this refers to the gym that faces the north side of the building. The building actually consists of the men's gym, the women's gym locker rooms, shower rooms, classrooms, and offices.

Even small high schools with only 200-300 students have names for their gym, but Southern with its nearly 3,000 students has been too busy during the past 25 years to find a name for one of its newest and largest buildings.

The football stadium has a name. Even the lake (Lake Ridgeway), and the various campus libraries have names.

This week the Egyptians try to meet this challenging problem with the opening of a contest to get a name for our gym.

BOTH FACULTY and students are eligible to enter this contest. Simply send your choice to the Egyptian. Deadline for the contest will be announced later. It is advisable to send entries in early, since if duplicate names are suggested, then only the first one received will be considered. A $5 award will be presented to the person submitting the winning name.

Only limitations in suggesting names is that the gym cannot be named after a living person. It should be emphasized, however, that suggested names do not have to be names of people. This contest is a chance for Southern to break the SIU tradition of naming buildings after persons.

Send in your letters to the editor box in the cross-halls of Old Main or may be mailed postage free at the university post office in Parkinlov B. H.

One Sentence Editorial: We don't want to muscle in on the sports department territory, but we think the comeback displayed by the Southern Maroons against Augustana last week in whipping unbeaten Eastern Illinois (unbeaten in conference play) is very noteworthy.

Do Away With Newspapers?

A newspaper is something that we could easily get along without is the opinion of many persons. Of course, we are prejudiced in the matter, but let's examine some figures obtained only when newspapers stopped for seven weeks in Pittsburg, Pa.

DEPARTMENT STORES and automobile dealers—among the biggest newspaper advertisers—sold sales off 10 per cent and more.

More than 92 per cent of citizens questioned in the survey said newspapers mean more to them now that they realize what it is like to have none available. Nearly 85 per cent said they had trouble getting the facts straight without a newspaper. Most important, according to the survey, was the effect on the student of a decrease in the number of newspapers available.

ABSENCE of newspapers is like having none available. Any way—it whether it be on the part of the student or faculty—is a detriment to the students' learning. Fortunately, Southern is aware of the necessity of learning. Fortunately, Southern is aware of the necessity of learning.

Perhaps many simply don't realize the value of the liberal education. Seldom, if ever, will the average person find himself with a very large group of people in his own area of concentration. Having the newspaper, he will have some knowledge of things outside his own area of concentration, or else conversation with others will take the place of it.

The reason for the establishment and continued existence of the university is to teach the students, and for the students to learn. Anything which prevents or hinders the process in any way—whether it be on the part of the student or faculty—is a detriment to the students' learning. The removal of newspaper must be an advantage to the students as a whole, and must be avoided or destroyed.

NOTABLE QUOTE. The importance of education must not be understated; it is the foundation of all civilization.

Your Instructions Followed to the Letter

If you want your sleeves rolled up, we'll do it. You tell us what you want and that's the way its done.

PROSPERITY CLEANERS

5151 S. Illinois Phone 797

OPEN PLAY

BOWLING

Tues. - Fri. - Sat. - Sun.

Carbondale

211 W. Jackson Phone 63

Pease Concert

Artist Does Humorous Selections Skillfully

by Kate E. Moe, ass't prof of music

The concert given by James Pease in the auditorium Thursday night was one of mixed blessings. The humorous operatic selections were sung with a good deal of jaunty interpretation, as well as with good tone quality; but the serious numbers on the program could hardly be said to be a success.

Pease, baritone of the New York City Opera Company, was definitely not "in good voice," a plait which can behalf the best of singers. Nevertheless, he did manage to give a superb performance of Paganoni's opera, "A Madam of a Sweetheart." His interpretation was a fine one, with a good deal of force, a rather good sense of humor, and an understanding of the opera character, which would be interesting if he mustered his strength to sing the humorous arias which are obviously not in his forte, and by his further successes in opera and concert singing.
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Lists Practices To

Insure Quail Supply

After several years spent in the study of pasting and production of the Bob-White quail, Dr. Willard D. Klimstra, chair of the zoology, at Southern Illinois University, has listed some recommenda-
tions for maintaining a good supply of quail on the farms in Southern Ili-

Dr. Klimstra has completed a similar study in Southeastern Iowa, and the results of this appear in a recent issue of the "Iowa State Col-

Journal of Science." His Southern Illinois study began about a year ago and will continue over several years in order to gain a complete picture of the quail and its habits in the area.

"ONE OF THE most important factors in good game management is that it is in harmony with good land management practices," Dr. Klimstra stated. "Since the quail population is limited by the avail-

able food and quality and distribu-
tion of cover, the condition of the land is most important."

Points landlords might obser-
vie in management are: (1) avoid over-grazing; (2) do not burn fence rows and idle pieces of ground; (3) take care in mowing operations and do not disturb quail nests; (4) do not graze woodlots; (5) cooperate with sportmen in establish-
ing wildlife plantings.

(Article)

Friday evening (at long last)

Jim Darling,

I can’t begin to tell you how glad I am this week is over. Every-

thing has gone wrong these past couple of days.

To begin with, one of the little boys was showing off to the little girls, and he fell out of the swing and broke his nose.

That was Thursday! Then today one of the older boys was showing the other kids how Johnny got hurt. You guessed it—he did the same thing.

I know that I’ll see ye before you get this letter, but I just want to talk to you tonight. Always be-

fore, I hated to write letters, but I seem to thrive on them when the letters are to you. Did you ever notice that most of the great writers were also great lovers? Show us, combine our talents and go on to fame and fortune in the literary field?

I’m not sure which I like more, literature or music. Both are fasci-
nating, and I know that I teach them better than any of the other sub-
jects. I’m going to insist that we have a piano in the house if we don’t have another stick of furni-
ture.

Speaking of music, thank’s ever so much for the records you got at Williams Store. I play them when I study papers and prepare the next day’s lesson. I know it slows me down, because, when I play the records, I think of you. Records. am so nice. You can choose just what you want to hear, not just anything that comes over the radio. I’m going to the movie with Michael tonight, so I’d better get ready.

All my love,

Mary
Kahmann Korner with Jim Kahmann

ABSENT HEADLINES

This is winter, and the college sport synchronous with winter here and at other universities is basketball. It is in the lead, despite the laboratory work that must be attended to. It is in the lead, despite the laboratory work that must be attended to. It is in the lead, despite the laboratory work that must be attended to. It is in the lead, despite the laboratory work that must be attended to.

WRESTLING was inaugurated at this university last year, and with very favorable results. If the matmen had their same team back this season, they would have been one of the outstanding teams in the conference, and Southern would in effect have three or four conference champions. If this were the case, they would have received the publicity and popularity necessary to make wrestling a major sport here, as it is at Normal and at other schools in the IAC.

But the crew had a tough break this year. Two of their top men didn’t make the grade scholastically. Bob Whalen, one of their top two men left for the Air Corps, and a couple of good wrestlers graduated or left one way or another.

The fact remains that wrestlers really deserve some sort of recognition, even if only because of the great sacrifice they have to make to grapple. These men, to be at their peak, must be in top physical condition, they must run a couple of miles each day, and they must diet to make their right weight. Not only that, but they have to train and groan through long hours of practice sessions, which don’t appear to be very much fun to the casual observer.

And how many wrestlers have you seen with puffed ears? And how many with bad backs? And how many with a face full of abrasions? They are not to be toyed with, for they are not to be toyed with. They are not to be toyed with.

A POSSIBLE SOLUTION

Abe Martin went to Dallas, Texas last week to confer with various officials and coaches on wartime athletics. It’s a well-known fact that athletes will be worth their weight in gold next year, but it’s a real problem to decide just how the situation will be handled, come riod. In an exhibition bout in the out. Monzell Jackson, ace guard Fowler .......

SIU Matmen Lose; Stoudt Only Winner In One-sided Rout

Southern’s inexperienced wrestling team was soundly trounced by Normal’s defending champions, 32-5, at Normal Saturday. The Holdermen led all the way. They jumped to an early lead in the opening minutes of the game on pivot shots by Chuck Thate and a drive in shot by Bill Garrett. At halftime the score was 31-29 in favor of the Maroons. Starting the second half the Holdermen began to put the heat on, and at one time held a 10-point advantage over Western. Field goals by Landis and Griffith narrowed the lead, and the final four minutes of the mat time looked like they might catch Holder’s boys.

AS USUAL, Tom Milikin, captain of the Maroons, was the top scorer. Milikin connected with six field goals and four free throws for a total of 16 points. Six foot six-inch Chuck Thate was the second high scorer with six field goals and two free throws for a total of 14 points. Jack Landis from Western received top honors of the night in the scoring column. Landis scored nine points by making three of his six field goals and five of his six free throws for a total of 17 points. Bill Griffith was the runner-up for the Westerners with 10 points, six of them on eight field goals and four free throws for a total of 14 points. Bill Griffith was the runner-up for the Westerners with 10 points, six of them on eight field goals and four free throws for a total of 14 points.
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